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Mercedes-Benz has embarked upon a self-imposed makeover mission during the past decade.
The goal: to aggressively redefine its role as a producer of contemporary luxury vehicles.
Without a doubt, the most convincing manifestation yet of the firm's success in that endeavor is
the all-new S-Class. Just on sale in Europe and due here in the spring as an early model, M-B's
flagship sedan has been totally recast for the new millennium. It emerges from the crucible with
a bold new look and feel that only hints at the scintillating character lying within. Make no
mistake, this fabled four-door remains the undisputed leader of the Benz Pack. But, still
smarting from criticism that its predecessor was just too much of a good thing, Mercedes '
designers took a markedly different approach in developing the new S-Class. It deftly blends a
cornucopia of comfort and convenience touches with a mind-boggling array of practical
high-technology in a package that-wonder of wonders-is slightly smaller on the outside, slightly
larger on the inside, and powered by a family of incredibly clean yet remarkably fuel-efficient
engines. Although U. Our first encounter with this new-age "wundercar" occurred on the
Continent, where we drove several European-spec vehicles in Germany and Switzerland. Save
for specific trimout, they were near mechanical clones of the products we'll see here. Even
without empirical test numbers, both the Sand our favorite, the Smade relentlessly positive first
impressions. Visually, the new S-Class comes across as a good deal more compact than its
vital stats indicate. Even in long-wheelbase form-the only variant that'll be sold in America-the
car's crisply rendered sheetmetal, with lower beltline and shortish overhangs, helps diminish
the sense of massiveness without negatively impacting its physical presence. Dimensionally,
the wheel-center-to-wheel-center span on "stretch" models drops from However, these modest
yet meaningful reductions in scale are enhanced by a seriously streamlined profile that imparts
a decidedly coupe-like character to the new S-Class. Fastidious attention to aerodynamic
detailing also pays tangible dividends in the form of a 0. Internally, the new S-Class continues
the less-is-more theme. Safety, already an S-Class strong suit, has been significantly bolstered
in this latest iteration. An all-new unibody offers unprecedented levels of protection in front,
rear, side, and offset impacts, while the airbag count has risen to eight--two up front and one in
each door, along with inflatable "window bags" that run from A-pillar to C-pillar to lessen
potential for serious head injuries. Implementing the latest in " smart " technology, they work in
conjunction with a full complement of three-point seatbelts fitted with the requisite
pretensioners and force limiters. Underneath, the S-Class chassis is completely redone. All
versions get Mercedes' new AIRmatic suspension with state-of-the-art air springs and
computer-controlled adaptive dampers replacing conventional coils and gas-pressure shock
absorbers. Working in consort with subframe-mounted multilink hardware fore and aft, it
responds in real time to varying road surfaces, while permitting the driver to choose between
the supple yet well-mannered standard ride or a discernably tauter sport setting. It even lowers
ride height by 15 millimeters at freeway cruising speeds to further improve aerodynamics. A
smaller, lighter, and more responsive speed-sensitive rack-and-pinion power steering unit
replaces the earlier recirculating-ball gear, while larger, four-piston, vented disc brakes with
anti-lock are fitted to ensure straight, sure stops. To augment this formidable collection of
hardware, all S-Class models also benefit from M-B's Electronic Stability Program that helps
prevent skids and the Brake Assist System that can reduce stopping distances in emergency
situations. Initially, Mercedes will offer U. Derived from M-B's new modular family of SOHC
three-valve engines, both are paired with an electronically controlled five-speed automatic that
incorporates the new Sportshift feature, which allows manual gear selection by flicking the lever
to the left or right in the special gate. With projected mph times of 6. For the record, an even
more potent 6. Saving the sybaritic best for last, the S-Class interior boasts generous room for
five adults, a user-friendly driving environment, and the same kinds of quality appointments
you'd expect to find in a corporate boardroom. Augmenting its bounty of rich leather and fine
wood is just about every comfort and convenience feature imaginable--plus a whole lot more.
Among the car's numerous techno highlights: an advanced fiber-optic wiring harness with
multiple high-speed databus interfaces, standard GPS navigation system with Tele Aid similar
to GM's OnStar , voice-activation capability for both the telephone and Bose Beta II sound
system, way power front buckets, and redundant steering-wheel controls that allow access to
all major onboard systems with the flick of a finger. The best individual elements mean little if
they're not combined in a way that extracts the full potential from each. Here, too, Mercedes has
done a fantastic job of fostering synergistic relationships. The result is an exceptional four-door
that simply redefines the term world-class luxury sedan. Far more of a driver's car than its
predecessor, it feels nearly as much at home slicing through a Black Forest backroad as
streaking down the autobahn in triple-digit cruise mode. Steering response is quicker, reflexes
are sharper, and road imperfections are dispatched with near total disdain. Inside, the vault-like
ambiance is interrupted only by the subtle whir of a torquey V-8 and the subdued whisper of

wind passing over the outside mirrors. We grudgingly surrendered the keys to this spectacular
newcomer, firmly convinced that Mercedes has once again raised the benchmark to a new level
of excellence. But it definitely serves as the kind of tangible reward that makes day-to-day
travails in the pursuit of success seem well worth the effort. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join
MotorTrend. Bob Nagy writer. Axle ratio 2. Fuel capacity, gal. Share on Facebook Share on
Twitter. To an older generation of car buyers, the name Mercedes Benz might evoke favorable
images of large, solid, limo-like sedans. But the new and completely redesigned S-class is a car
that Mercedes hopes will be a bridge to both generations. If there is such a thing as a perfect
automobile, one that fans the flames of passion for driving in both young and old, the all new
Mercedes Benz S is a serious contender. Perennial Mercedes buyers will appreciate the still
very controlled but more supple ride put forth by the new AIRmatic suspension system.
Replacing the steel coil springs at the corners are these pneumatic suspension struts. Ride
height and quality are continuously monitored by computer, and automatically adjusted by
increasing or decreasing air pressure in each individual damper. This is done by rapid-acting
solenoid valves and an on board compressor that maintains the system at psi. And our drivers
liked how quickly and invisibly the system responds to changing road conditions. Rough dirt
roads and especially nasty speed bumps can be dealt with by a driver height adjustment
override. Cruise at 68 mph or faster, and the S-class automatically lowers itself more than half
an inch, to better take advantage of its low 0. Nearly pounds lighter than its predecessor, sprints
to 60 are easily accomplished in 6. And the quarter mile passes effortlessly in That, like the
other Mercedes new generation engines, incorporates twin-spark ignition and
three-valves-per-cylinder technology in its impressive engineering repertoire. Its completely
redesigned, coupe-like sheetmetal is smoothly stretched over a tauter The new face, its
headlamps a more fluid interpretation of the familiar double oval design, and its new, but rather
derivative-looking, rear end hang over a inch track. As the large Panic stops also get the help of
electronic Brake Assist. Our tester was equipped with the optional ventilated bucket seats up
front. A total of 10 electric fans per seat keep you dry and comfortable. Plus the system is much
quieter than similar seats in the Saab The audio and telephone systems and the engine
management displays can also be operated via the steering wheel mounted controls. And, to
insure their safety, rear passengers also get side impact airbags and added protection from the
curtain airbags that run inside the roofline of the car. Behind the rear seats is an ample
Sponsored By:. Watch Full Episodes. Vital Statistics Engine: 5. Find Showtimes. Do you have a
question about the Mercedes-Benz S or do you need help? Ask your question here. Provide a
clear and comprehensive description of the issue and your question. The more detail you
provide for your issue and question, the easier it will be for other Mercedes-Benz S owners to
properly answer your question. View the manual for the Mercedes-Benz S here, for free. This
manual comes under the category Cars and has been rated by 1 people with an average of a 7.
This manual is available in the following languages: Engels. Below, you will find the most
frequently asked questions about the Mercedes-Benz S Is your question not listed? We use
cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use
this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ask a question. Answer this question Send.
About the Mercedes-Benz S Mercedes-Benz S specifications. Related product manuals.
Frequently Asked Questions Below, you will find the most frequently asked questions about the
Mercedes-Benz S How do I convert miles into kilometres? The location of the VIN number of the
car differs per brand and type of car. The code may be stamped on the frame of the car or
mounted on a plate. What is a VIN number? The VIN number of a car is an identification number
unique to each car. When does my Mercedes-Benz need maintenance? Regular maintenance is
necessary for every car. How often the car needs maintenance and what exactly needs to be
done can be found in the maintenance instructions. For major periodic service, this should
generally be done every 2 years or after 30, kilometres. When should I change the brake fluid of
my Mercedes-Benz? It is recommended to change the brake fluid every two years. What is the
difference between E10 and E5 petrol? E10 petrol consists of up to ten per cent ethanol while E5
petrol will contain less than five per cent ethanol. As a result, the percentage of E10 petrol is
lower than that of E5 petrol, making it less bad for the environment. One or more doors won't
open from the inside. Now what? The lock is most likely set to the child safety lock so it cannot
be opened from the inside. How to unset the child safety lock differs per brand and type. My car
radio does not turn on, now what? If your car radio does not turn on, it will not receive any
power. Check that the red wire is connected to the contact power supply and the yellow wire to
the constant power supply. Read more. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History.
Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. It is equipped with a 5 Speed Automatic
transmission. The vehicle is Black with a Charcoal Leather interior. It is offered As-Is, extended
warranty is available. Recent Arrival! They are generally higher mileage, older, lower-priced

vehicles that are perhaps 'flawed' in some way. They are only offered for a limited time days
before being sent to auction. They are sold with our best price listed on the windshield with no
negotiation necessary!! Contact dealer for more information. The last year of a legend is
represented here in this Mercedes S LWB sedan with just over 47k miles. These cars have
escorted and transported royalty, celebrities, Presidents and Kings for decades. These hand
built and over engineered sedans were unlike anything else on the road and was a symbol of
what a manufacture could build without the bean counters getting in the way. This stunning
Mercedes S is in remarkable condition and is a joy to drive on short trips or my favorite on long
highway cruises where you can stretch its legs, enjoy the vault like quiet and safety as you
cruise easily in triple digit speeds. They were built for the Autobahn and this car will impress
any driver and passenger in its luxury setup. The thunk of the doors closing, the double pane
windows, the sophisticated yet simple features allow you to truly enjoy the drive and experience
without the extras like todays vehicles. Vehicle was sold new out of Illinois and remained there
till with short stints in North Carolina and Virginia. Vehicle has been routinely serviced and
maintained by evidence in the service manual and notes taken by previous owners. Most recent
was spark plugs, ignition coils, stereo amplifier, blower motor, oil service and tires about 3k
miles ago. Nice thing about this car is its original without any modifications or goofy
aftermarket stereo. Vehicle is optioned nicely with heated front seats, full power memory seats,
dual zone auto climate control, soft close doors and trunk, BOSE stereo with 6CD changer in
trunk, cruise control, sunroof, 16in alloy wheels, traction control, and power windows, locks,
mirrors. There is no better time to pick one of these W S class vehicles as the market is only
going up and ones with such low miles will be unobtainable soon. They have the style, comfort
and performance that you would require. Base Leather. Comes equipped with: Air Conditioning,
Sunroof. Good credit, or bad credit, we are able to offer rates as low as 3. Come to the Sherman
Oaks region and consult with us about selling your car. Our low overhead allows us to offer you
more money. If you are in need of returning a lease, come to our dealership and we may even be
able to buy out your lease return and save you penalty fees, especially if you are over your
mileage limit or have a minor damage on your car! Call or visit our Pre-owned Car Dealership
today! Thank you for shopping at Jim Glover Chevrolet on the River! We are committed to
providing an excellent customer service experience during your vehicle purchase. While we
make every effort to ensure the data listed here is correct, there may be instances where some
of the pricing, options or vehicle features may be listed incorrectly as we get data from multiple
data sources. Please confirm the details of this vehicle with the dealer to ensure its accuracy.
Dealer cannot be held liable for data that is listed incorrectly. All prices include a discount for
financing with the dealer to help us manage our customer portfolio with our lenders. It will ease
your mind knowing you are making a great investment. With only 69, miles on the odometer,
you can be assured of many years of great service ahead. We strive to give every vehicle a
thorough inspection and can tell you with confidence that the structural integrity of this vehicle
exceeds the highest standards. Everyone loves leaving the competition in the dust. With your
hands firmly at the wheel of this powerful 4. The 4. The sport wheels and road hugging
suspension make handling those curves a breeze. You want nothing less than the best and the
luxurious accommodations on-board will give you exactly what you are looking for in that
special ride. This vehicle has undergone a painstakingly thorough inspection ensuring it
exceeds mechanical standards. The condition of the interior will have you believing that you
just bought a brand new vehicle. Be sure to ask us about our optional extended warranty
packages that are available and at very affordable prices. The vehicle is Champagne with a Tan
interior. Please verify all information and options with a sales representative. Easy Financing
options for everyone. Looking for a family vehicle? This Mercedes-Benz S-Class is great for
kids and adults. It is a super clean one-owner car, one of the best that we have ever seen. This
car still has it, because it has never been smoked in. We strive to give every vehicle a thorough
inspection and can tell you with confidence that the structural integrity of this car exceeds the
highest standards. This car has undergone a painstakingly thorough inspection ensuring it
exceeds mechanical standards. The flawless finish looks like it was just driven off the lot. The
condition of the interior will have you believing that you just bought a brand new car. Buy from
us with full confidence. Cash Buyers Welcome. Come In and Make A Deal! We are located only
minutes from Fort Valley! With the each passing day we rapidly adding countless happy
customers to our business circle having rating close to 5 FIVE stars. Prior to offer for sale, our
vehicles are thoroughly inspected by the competent experts and if needed brought into
compliance as well. Our prime focus in this essential area of life is to facilitate the customers
with quality vehicles within competitive prices. We are continuously striving to provide full
technical support to customers as per their requirement, help them to choose the appropriate
vehicle which is best fit in their budget. We are committed to provide our customers pressure

free environment with honest opinion. Third party Warranties are also offered if required by
customers. We are glad to serve you anytime M Mon. To Fri. Unit Chantilly, VA Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type Convertible 94 Coupe Sedan 1, Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic 1, Engine Type Diesel 4 Gas 1, Hybrid Cylinders 12 cylinders 36 6
cylinders 8 cylinders 1, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops.
Recently added listings. No accidents. Price Drop. Not provided. Showing 1 - 18 out of 1,
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Mercedes Does Not Mean Quality. Purchased my S as a
pre-owned. It also has a high rear-end gear noise between 50 and 60MPH. The driver side sun
visor no longer stays in place, and I had to tape it to the roof. There is rear vibration between 60
and 80MPH, though it has new Continental tires balanced by the Mercedes dealer. The CD
player has started locking up, though it has been cleaned. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.
Displaying 1 - 10 of Mercedes-Benz S-Class 10 reviews. Need to keep tire pressure and routine
maintaince up as it can be expensive. Spares for Designo interiors could become hard to find.
Model is rare so will possibly start to appreciate very soon. Pros: Designo was a top of the
range car, cream interior and cooled seats are great in Florida. Acceleration is very good. Car
has worn well and everything still works. Car was years ahead on the features. Very good ride
with varimatic suspention system. Build quality with Designo option make this an impressive
car, They changed the body style in Cons: Gas milage not the best. Better to keep on top of
routine maintainance as it can be expensive to fix. Smooth Luxury, High Power â€” This car at
14 years and 78, mile is as smooth and powerful as the day it drove off the lot. If there is a
problem with it on the highway - it's too smooth. If you are not careful you will be over the
speed limit swarming you're not over 30mph! Very Nice Ride. Smooth And Quiet. Read reviews
of k, k and even k miles. It had a fair amount of rust along the bottom edges. Had to get it
repaired and painted. Also had a battery drain problem. Turned out to be the driver door control
module. Nicely tinted by dealer. Replaced side mirror covers with the V-cut signal version.
Power everything. Interior in very nice shape. Booming stereo. Now it looks like a 2 year old car.
Cons: No tire pressure monitors Optional but not included No rear seat heaters At low volume
the stereo lacks sufficient bass. I can say all 5. Cons: I just cant say anything all this car have it.
It is dependable if maintained.. I liked having he lighter car and the better fuel economy and
airbags. The car handles very well. I hope it stays that way. The only problems have been
warnings of problems that do not exist. I have been told this is common. The worst part of the
car really is the plastic seat trims on either side they just break even after replacing a couple
they still broke. This has been the biggest problem to date. The car has , km uses almost no oil.
I service it regularly and that seems to be a must. Being an Australian car it does not suffer from
any rust problems. I keep reading the odd horror story and wait but so far so good. Pros: Firstly
being an Australian Model it is an S so it is a lot more economical but still has plenty of power.
The biggest problem is the plastic biodegradable trims. They keep breaking. Great Car Overall.
Pros: Extremely spacious, smooth handling, driving and suspension. Overall, this is an
exceptionally great car. Ahead of its time considering the year of this model, yet the standards
still hold up closely to more contemporary 4-DR Sedans. Cons: High quality of the vehicle
inevitably suggests high maintenance costs. Gas mileage could be better considering the
recent trend in improvement to gas-mileage efficiency in vehicles, but it is not unreasonable.
Stunning Car, Inside And Out. You will not find another car made in with as many features and
extras that this car has. Pros: The Mercedes Benz S has a powerful 4. Great for short and long
trips. Could be the smoothest ride ever made. Top dog of all cars out there hands down, Read
More. The S 4Matic has well engineered features and represents good value with a v-8 engine,
which is missing in later model Mercedes short of the AMG version. Read More. Large sedan
with multiple safety features as well as a high class sound system. Roomy trunk and enough
room in back seat. Additionally available as all wheel drive. Finally I like the looks of the S c
Beautiful car! This car is perfect no need for anything else the best in this model Read More.
The site states, price includes shipping, which it does not. Once I spoke with the dealership,
before they verified that the vehicle was available we ran number. Only to the be told the vehicle
was no Never heard back from the representative Alexandria. I got an email acknowledgment for
my inquiry stating that she would call me back after speaking with her manager, but she never
did. I truly am i It was great, especially the hybrid features. It will make a good buy! Have you
driven a Mercedes-Benz S-Class? Rank This Car. User Reviews. View reviews where users
commented on categories. Clear selections. Robert writes:. Back Seats:. Model is rare so will
possibly start to appreciate very soon Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: Designo was a
top of the range car, cream interior and cooled seats are great in Florida. Is this helpful? Yes No.
Pros: Smooth and luxurious after 14 years. Cons: Silly things go wrong Derek writes:. Cons: it

is 14 years old and not perfect. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: Timeless style.
Smooth and quiet. Joe writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Looks and handling.
Cons: price and repair. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Firstly being an Australian
Model it is an S so it is a lot more economical but still has plenty of power. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: Extremely spacious, smooth handling, driving and suspension.
Nategosson67 writes:. Cons: Very minor rust on bottom of doors. Jamie writes:. Cons:
expensive repairs, large price tag. Reviews From Other Years. Read all 3 Mercedes-Benz
S-Class reviews. Read all 4 Mercedes-Benz S-Class reviews. Read all 6 Mercedes-Benz S-Class
reviews. Read all 7 Mercedes-Benz S-Class reviews. Read all 12 Mercedes-Benz S-Class
reviews. Cars compared to Mercedes-Benz S-Class. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used
Cars for Sale. Select Year Build quality with Designo option make this an impressive car, They
changed the body style in Cons: Gas milage not the best. Better to keep on top of routine
maintainance as it can be expensive to fix 8 of 8 people found this review helpful. Primary Use:
Family transportation Pros: Its really Luxury Car Cons: I just cant say anything all this car have
it 4 of 6 people found this review helpful. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Looks and
handling Cons: price and repair 8 of 10 people found this review helpful. A majority of all used
US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
2002 mitsubishi montero interior
holden barina tk problems
2002 ford explorer sport manual
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

